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Abstract
The solution of the one-dimensional time-independent Schr&odinger equation is considered by symplectic
integrators. The Schr&odinger equation is 2rst transformed into a Hamiltonian canonical equation. The concept of
asymptotic symplecticness is introduced and asymptotically symplectic methods of order up to 3 are developed.
Numerical results are obtained for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen atom and the one
dimensional double-well anharmonic oscillator.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The time-independent Schr&odinger equation is one of the basic equations of quantum mechanics.
Its solutions are required in the studies of atomic and molecular structure and spectra, molecular
dynamics and quantum chemistry. The numerical solution of the Schr&odinger equation has been
the subject of great activity, (see [2,3,5,6,8]) the aim being to achieve a fast and reliable method
that generates a numerical solution. Some authors have begun to apply symplectic methods on the
computational quantum Hamiltonian system (see [4,10]). Liu et al. [4] applied symplectic numerical
methods as developed by Yoshida [9] to solve the one dimensional time-independent Schr&odinger
equation. In this work we introduce the concept of asymptotic symplecticness and we construct
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asymptotically symplectic methods of second and third order which we apply to the one dimensional
time-independent Schr&odinger equation.
In Section 2 we transform the Schr&odinger equation into a hamiltonian canonical equation. In
Section 3, we review some necessary results concerning symplectic methods and introduce the con-
cept of asymptotic symplecticness. Asymptotically symplectic methods of second and third order are
constructed in Section 4. Numerical results for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen
atom and the one dimensional double-well anharmonic oscillator are presented in Section 5.
2. The time-independent Schrodinger equation
The one-dimensional time-independent Schr&odinger equation may be written in the form
− 1
2
d2 
dx2
+ V (x) = E ; (1)
where E is the energy eigenvalue, V (x) the potential, and  (x) the wave function. Equation (1) can
be rewritten in the form
& +
9U
9 = 0;
where U (x;  ) = 12 B(x) 
2 and B(x) = 2[E − V (x)].
The Lagrange function can be written as
L(x;  ;  ˙ ) = T − U = 12  ˙ 2 − 12 B(x) 2;
now de2ne 
 as

=
9L
9 ˙
=  ˙ :
The Hamiltonian function is de2ned by the Lagrange function as Legendre transformation of L(x;  ;  ˙ )
is
H ( ; 
; x) = 
 ˙ − L(x;  ;  ˙ );
H ( ; 
; x) = 
 ˙ − 12  ˙ 2 + 12 B(x) 2;
H ( ; 
; x) = 12 

2 + 12 B(x) 
2:
The Hamiltonian canonical equations are

˙=−9H9 ;
 ˙ =
9H
9
 ;
so Eq. (1) is transformed to the system

˙=−B(x) ;
 ˙ = 
: (2)
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De2ning(

(x)
 (x)
)
= U (H; x)
(

(0)
 (0)
)
;
it can be proven that U (x) is a symplectic matrix, Sanz-Serna and Calvo [7].
3. Symplectic schemes and numerical methods
The key point of applying sympectic methods into numerical calculations is to maintain sympectic
structure in the discrete scheme. Given an interval [a; b] and a partition with N points
x0 = a; xn = x0 + nh; n= 1; 2; : : : ; N;
a discrete scheme proceeds as follows:(

n+1
 n+1
)
=Mn+1
(

n
 n
)
; Mn+1 =
(
an+1 bn+1
cn+1 dn+1
)
; (3)
where(

0
 0
)
=
(

(x0)
 (x0)
)
the initial conditions.
The n-step approximation to the solution can be written as(

n
 n
)
=
(
an bn
cn dn
)
;
(
an−1 bn−1
cn−1 dn−1
)
· · ·
(
a1 b1
c1 d1
)(

0
 0
)
=MnMn−1 · · ·M1
(

0
 0
)
:
De2ning
T =MnMn−1 · · ·M1 =
(
An Bn
Cn Dn
)
;
we can write the discrete transformation(

n
 n
)
=
(
An Bn
Cn Dn
)(

0
 0
)
which we want to be a symplectic transformation.
A transformation matrix A is symplectic if ATJA= J where
J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
:
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The following results can be easily veri2ed:
• A 2× 2 matrix is symplectic if its determinant equals 1.
• Given A and B symplectic matrices then their product AB is also symplectic.
• The discrete scheme (3) is symplectic if each matrix Mi is symplectic.
We give the following de2nitions of asymptotically symplectic matrix and method.
Denition 1. We say that a matrix A is asymptotically symplectic of order p if
ATJA= J +O(hp+1):
Denition 2. We say that a discrete scheme of form (3) is asymptotically symplectic of order p if
the transformation matrix T is asymptotically symplectic.
The three results concerning symplectic matrices above also hold for asymptotically symplectic
matrices. Therefore in order to prove that a discrete scheme is asymptotically symplectic it suNces
to show that the associated matrix Mn is asymptotically symplectic.
4. Construction of the asymptotically symplectic method
The spatial variation of the solution of the canonical equation (2) from xn to xn+1 is(

(xn+1)
 (xn+1)
)
= gxnxn+1H
(

(xn)
 (xn)
)
;
where
gxnxn+1H = exp
(∫ xn+1
xn
[
0 −B(x)
1 0
]
dx
)
:
We take an approximation to the above integral using the mid-point rule
gxnxn+1H ≈ exp
(
0 −hB(xn + h2)
h 0
)
:
De2ning
Bn+1=2 = B
(
xn +
h
2
)
;
we write
gxnxn+1H ≈ exp(A) = exp
(
0 −hBn+1=2
h 0
)
:
We can make a further approximation to the above matrix by considering the Taylor expansion of
the exponential.
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4.1. The second order method
Let the following approximation of the matrix exponential
exp(A) ≈ I + A+ A
2
2!
=
(
1− h22! Bn+1=2 −hBn+1=2
h 1− h22! Bn+1=2
)
;
we have then the second order discrete scheme with
Mn =
(
1− h22! Bn−1=2 −hBn−1=2
h 1− h22! Bn−1=2
)
;
the determinant of matrix is
|Mn|=
∣∣∣∣∣
1− h22! B −hB
h 1− h22! B
∣∣∣∣∣=
(
1− h
2
2!
B
)2
+ h2B= 1 + O(h3);
the matrix is asymptotically symplectic of second order. Therefore, the associated discrete method
is asymptotically symplectic of order 2.
In order to implement the method we write Eq. (3):

n+1 =
(
1− h
2
2
Bn+1=2
)

n − hBn+1=2 n
 n+1 = h
n +
(
1− h
2
2
Bn+1=2
)
 n; (4)
we eliminate 
 from the above equations and obtain the following two-step method:
−yn+1 +
(
2− h
2
2
(Bn−1=2 + Bn+1=2)
)
yn − yn−1 = 0
or
− yn+1 + (2− h2(2E − Vn−1=2 − Vn+1=2))yn − yn−1 = 0: (5)
4.1.1. The third order method
Similarly, we construct the third order asymptotically symplectic method
Mn+1 = I + A+
A2
2!
+
A3
3!
=
(
1− h22 B −hB(1− h
2
6 B)
h(1− h26 B) 1− h
2
2 B
)
;
the determinant of matrix is
|Mn|=
∣∣∣∣∣
1− h22 B −hB(1− h
2
6 B)
h(1− h26 B) 1− h
2
2 B
∣∣∣∣∣=
(
1− h
2
2!
B
)2
+ h2B
(
1− h
2
6
B
)2
= 1 + O(h4);
the matrix is asymptotically symplectic of third order. Therefore the associated discrete method is
asymptotically symplectic of order 2.
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In order to implement the method we substitute into Eq. (3), elimination of 
 gives the following
two-step method:(
1− h
2
6
Bn−1=2
)
yn+1 −
(
2− 2h
2
3
(Bn−1=2 + Bn+1=2)
)
yn +
(
1− h
2
6
Bn+1=2
)
yn−1 = 0: (6)
5. Numerical results
We consider the one-dimensional eigenvalue problem with boundary conditions
 (a) = 0;  (b) = 0:
We use the shooting scheme in the implementation of the above methods. The shooting method
converts the boundary value problem into an initial value problem where the boundary value at
the end point b is transformed into an initial value y′(a), the results are independent of y′(a) if
y′(a) = 0. The eigenvalue E is a parameter in the computation, the value of E that makes y(b) = 0
is the eigenvalue computed.
We apply the new methods and 2nd the eigenvalues of three problems, the one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen atom and the double-well anharmonic oscillator. The new methods
are compared with the second order method of Yoshida [9], as implemented in the work of Liu
et al. [4].
5.1. The harmonic oscillator
The potential of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is
V (x) = 12 kx
2;
we consider k = 1. The exact eigenvalues are given by
En = n+ 12 ; n= 0; 1; 2; : : : :
In order to compute the eigenvalues by the shooting method we used the interval [− 5:5; 5:5] with
boundary conditions y(−5:5) = 0 and y(5:5) = 0.
In Table 1 we give results using the new second order method for diPerent values of N , as well
as the exact eigenvalues.
Table 1
Eigenvalues computed by Meth2
N 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Exact
E0 0.500011 0.500002 0.500001 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000
E1 1.499996 1.499999 1.499999 1.499999 1.499999 1.500000
E2 2.499965 2.499991 2.499996 2.499997 2.499998 2.500000
E3 3.499920 3.499980 3.499991 3.499995 3.499996 3.500000
E4 4.499860 4.499965 4.499984 4.499991 4.499994 4.500000
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Table 2
Errors computed by methods Meth1 and Meth2
N Meth1 Meth2
E0 0:40× 10−5 1:10× 10−5
E1 0:19× 10−4 0:40× 10−5
E2 0:50× 10−4 0:35× 10−4
E3 0:95× 10−4 0:80× 10−4
E4 1:55× 10−4 1:40× 10−4
Table 3
Eigenvalues computed by methods Meth1, Meth2 and Meth3
N Meth1 Meth2 Meth3 Exact
E9 9.501376 9.501376 9.500007 9.5
E10 10.506830 10.506830 10.505132 10.5
E11 11.500852 11.500852 11.500435 11.5
E12 12.503640 12.503640 12.503147 12.5
In Table 2 the error is given for N = 1000 using the method proposed by Liou [4] (Meth1) and
the new method introduced in this paper (Meth2).
We observe that the two methods have similar performance. No diPerence is observed in the
results produced by the third order method. In order to illustrate the performance of the third order
method we compute higher state eigenvalues as shown in Table 3, where for the eigenvalues E9; E10
the interval used is [− 5:5; 5:5] and the number of points is N =1000, while for the eigenvalues E11
and E12 we had to increase the interval to [− 6:0; 6:0] and to N = 2400.
5.2. The hydrogen atom
The potential of the hydrogen atom is
V (x) =−2
x
+
l(l+ 1)
x2
; 06 r ¡+∞; l= 0; 1; 2; : : : :
The exact eigenvalues are given by
En =− 12n2 ; n= 1; 2; : : : :
In order to compute the eigenvalues for the case l=0 by the shooting method we used the interval
[0; 47] with boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and y(47) = 0.
In Table 4 we give results using the new second order method (Meth 2) for diPerent values of
N , as well as the exact eigenvalues.
In Table 5 we give results using the new third order method (Meth3) for diPerent values of N .
We also give the errors produced by using Meth1, Meth2 and Meth3 in Table 6.
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Table 4
Eigenvalues computed by Meth2
N 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Exact
E0 −0:506072 −0:501869 −0:500925 −0:500559 −0:500377 −0:500000
E1 −0:125757 −0:125234 −0:125116 −0:125070 −0:125048 −0:125000
E2 −0:055781 −0:055625 −0:055590 −0:055577 −0:055570 −0:055556
Table 5
Eigenvalues computed by Meth3
N 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Exact
E0 −0:503516 −0:500992 −0:500473 −0:500279 −0:500185 −0:500000
E1 −0:125487 −0:125136 −0:125065 −0:125038 −0:125025 −0:125000
E2 −0:055705 −0:055597 −0:055576 −0:055567 −0:055564 −0:055556
Table 6
Errors computed by methods Meth1, Meth2 and Meth3
N Meth1 Meth2 Meth3
E0 1:427× 10−2 0:925× 10−3 0:473× 10−3
E1 1:802× 10−3 1:160× 10−4 0:650× 10−4
E2 0:536× 10−4 0:340× 10−5 0:200× 10−5
From the above results we conclude that the new methods perform better than the method proposed
by Liu [4].
5.3. The double-well anharmonic oscillator
The potential of the double-well anharmonic oscillator is
V (x) =
#
4
(
x2 − 1
#
)2
; −∞¡x¡∞:
In order to compute the eigenvalues by the shooting method we used the interval [ − 20; 20] with
boundary conditions y(−20) = 0 and y(20) = 0 and N = 10000.
In Table 7 we give results using the method proposed by Liou [4] (Meth1) and the new second
and third order methods (Meth 2 and Meth3) for diPerent values of the parameter #.
The associated exact eigenvalues are given in Table 8.
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Table 7
Eigenvalues computed by methods Meth1, Meth2 and Meth3
n # Meth1 Meth2 Meth3
0 0.02 0.702023 0.702023 0.702027 0.702027 0.702022 0.702022
0 0.04 0.696762 0.696762 0.696767 0.696767 0.696761 0.696761
0 0.06 0.691299 0.691301 0.691303 0.691305 0.691299 0.691301
0 0.08 0.685560 0.685653 0.685563 0.685656 0.685559 0.685652
1 0.02 2.085092 2.085092 2.085096 2.085096 2.085083 2.085083
1 0.04 2.046010 2.046010 2.046013 2.046013 2.046001 2.046002
1 0.06 2.003020 2.003323 2.003023 2.003326 2.003014 2.003317
1 0.08 1.950676 1.959127 1.950679 1.959130 1.950670 1.959121
Table 8
Exact eigenvalues for the double-well anhar-
monic oscillator
n Exact
0 0.02 0.702024 0.702024
0 0.04 0.696763 0.696763
0 0.06 0.691300 0.691302
0 0.08 0.685561 0.685654
1 0.02 2.085096 2.084096
1 0.04 2.046014 2.046014
1 0.06 2.003024 2.003327
1 0.08 1.950679 1.959131
6. Conclusions
In this work we have constructed asymptotically symplectic methods of second and third order
in a very simple manner. From (5) and (6) we conclude that we can improve the methods further
using 2tting techniques in future work.
For the harmonic oscillator the new second order method performs better than the second order
method of Liu et al. [4] for low state eigenvalues. For higher state eigenvalues the two second
order methods (Meth1 and Meth2) have similar performance while the third order method is more
accurate.
For the Hydrogen Atom our second order method (Meth2) performs better than the second order
Meth1, while the third order method (Meth3) is more accurate than the second order Meth2.
For the double-well anharmonic oscillator our second order method (Meth2) performs better than
the second order method of Liu et al. (Meth1), while performance is not improved by the third
order method.
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